1) MIND TO FLY
Music - Peter Eldridge / Lyrics - Peter Eldridge / Cliff Goldmacher

Fly
I need to find some open sky
Sky
Deep and blue,
Dividing me and you
Heading into
The clouds
Where no one knows what came about
Now
Here and now, I’m on my way to freedom
Run from . . .
Everything that I knew
You from me, me from you
I can’t help but run from
The one that I’ve become
All we lost, all we gave
It’s just too late to save this day
Never more, not again
Close a door and begin
From my heart I’m racing
From my life escaping
Wish I could tell you why
But I’ve just got this mind to fly
Mind to fly

We
We did our best just to agree
Still every word unsaid
And questions in my head
Made it too hard to believe
So moving on is all I see
Lost in this longing to
Uncover on my way any words to say . . .
Everything that I knew
You from me, me from you
I can’t help but run from
The one that I’ve become
All we lost, all we gave
It’s just too late to save this day
Never more, not again
Close a door and begin
From my heart I’m racing
From my life escaping
Wish I could tell you why
But I’ve just got this mind to fly
Mind to fly
Mind to fly

2) LOOKING FORWARD TO LOOKING BACK
Music - Peter Eldridge / Lyrics – Peter Eldridge / Cliff Goldmacher

Looking forward to looking back
When it’s been so long that we just lose track
When we’re content to be behind the times
And know that there are far worse crimes,
Still want to hold your hand in mine.
Looking backwards from where we are
Seems the road’s end isn’t quite so far
So let’s cruise down open countrysides
With comfort creatures along for the ride
Life summed up in a Sunday drive
Yesterday
Wasn’t it just yesterday?
When we were new and in the evening
We’d count stars in the clear night sky
Unaware how the time would fly
The time would fly
So strange how life goes marching on
‘Bout as fast as a sentimental song
And when we look back on this legacy
Our little bit of history
Hope it’s clear what you meant to me
Hold my hand as the sun goes down
It’s sure been sweet with you around

